2007 civic si tail lights

Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Refine by:. Tail Light part. Returns Policy. Recommended Use. Light Source.
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item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: H Part Number: HQ.
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ReplaceXL - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts that Customize your Car,
Truck and SUVs with JC Whitney premium quality parts; express your love to your ride in style
with this affordable option that every enthusiast will enjoy! Worry-free purchases guaranteed
with JC Whitney products; every purchase is backed by 1-year, unlim Feb 05, Satisfied with
product and delivery. Good w best prices in the market!!! La Rattanavilay. Purchased on Jan 07,
Jan 30, Good quality fit perfectly. Jesse Bramlett. Purchased on Dec 30, Nov 16, Fits like factory.
Fits like factory,. Frank Quinn. Purchased on Oct 27, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Although
there are many supposed definitions for the acronym CR-X, the most widely accepted is "Civic
Renaissance Experimental". Redesigned in and produced to , the CRX was popular for its
performance, nimble handling, and good fuel economy. For the model year, Honda introduced
an all-new two-seater that shared the drivetrain with the Civic but offered unique styling and
interior furnishings. The economy model used a new aluminum 1. The sport model featured an
aluminum 1. For , Honda replaced the economy model with an HF high fuel model featuring a 1.
In spring , Honda introduced an Si Sports, injected model featuring a more powerful 1. The Si
model included a power sunroof, standard dual remote exterior mirrors, rear wiper, inch alloy
wheels and an Si-exclusive ducktail spoiler for the hatch. For , Honda updated the CRX with new
aerodynamic headlights. The Si received body color matched lower cladding, a revised rear
spoiler, new bumper covers and inch alloy wheels. The interior was upgraded and added a
center console with cassette tape storage. The Japanese Si and European 1. Japanese buyers
took advantage of the largest, 1. Phase Two of the project was to have Racing Beat install two 1.
A Mugen body kit and upgraded wheels were also installed. The original 1. The later 1. Many of
these were fitted with fuel injection as standard. The VTEC-equipped models also received a
makeover, with updated bumpers, lights, hood, brakes, suspensions and dashboard designs
amongst other things. Additionally, some of these design changes were added to the
concurrent non-VTEC models. One of the options for the Japanese Domestic Market JDM CR-X
was a glass roof, a fixed glass panel which stretched from the top of the windshield to the top of
the hatch opening. Relatively common in Japan, these are sought-after models in other markets.
The CR-X equipped with the 1. The ZC engine was only slightly taller than the 1. A CR-X
equipped with the ZC engine had a hood with a bump on one side which offered the additional
necessary clearance. Cars equipped with a B16A engine came with a hood that was raised
across most of the engine bay to offer additional overall clearance for the taller engine. Base
models were available with an automatic transmission, all others only offered a five-speed
manual transmission. A modification was made to the rear of the vehicle on all second
generation vehicles in that a glass panel was installed on the upper half of the rear of the
vehicle, above the tail lights which aided in rearward visibility in addition to the glass
hatchback. This panel is heavily stippled black. Air-conditioning was a dealer-installed option
on all models. The Si model came with a power sliding sunroof and inch alloy wheels.
Underneath, the Si model was equipped with a rear anti-sway bar along with variable ratio
rack-and-pinion steering. The Si models had 4-wheel disc brakes. There were a total of six
colors offered each model year. Color availability would vary based on trim package and the
interior color would depend on the exterior color choice. It is because of this that the del Sol is
generally considered the "third Generation CR-X" among enthusiasts, although it was arguably
a very different car and Honda had seemingly quite different design goals when they built it.
Production of the del Sol ended in , and thus, the CR-X line was retired. Articles on the 1st
generation Honda Insight have compared its appearance to that of the â€” CRX. It also made
Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list for Commercials for the CRX claimed it could reach 60
miles per gallon fuel economy; according to Horowitz's test, it bested that figure, reaching 65
miles per gallon, and passed the test. In Australia, the â€” CR-X was assessed in the Used Car
Safety Ratings as providing "significantly worse than average" protection for its occupants in
the event of side impact. The U. These models can be identified by the mounting position of the
safety belts. If the belt is mounted in the door, the beams are present. If the belt is mounted in

the body, there is no additional reinforcement. Like the Civic, due to the wide availability of
parts, the CR-X is popular for motorsport usage. In the United Kingdom, there was a one-make
series dedicated to the series 2 of the CR-X [17] which soldiered on a few years after the series
3 was introduced and was popular for showroom stock racing series. Today, the car is popular
for use in drag , autocross and road racing events. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. We are a group of passionate enthusiasts bringing
you the best in aftermarket performance parts and accessories. We specialize in the best
performance car and truck parts and pride ourselves on exceptional customer service. We have
4 distribution warehouses around the United States and ship from the closest warehouse that
has the part in stock that you ordered. We primarily ship from California, Arizona, Michigan and
Pennsylvania and in the future we will be offering pick up services in California. Stay up to date
with Redline! Like us on Facebook for coupons, specials and new product announcements.
Close search. Performance Parts We are a group of passionate enthusiasts bringing you the
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use in ATV, snowmobile, and off-road racing use. International legality varies by country. Note:
This usage regulation is not unique to Diode Dynamics bulbs. All LED bulbs from all brands,
regardless of marketing claims, are prohibited from street use in halogen headlights in the USA.
Click here to learn more. Standard halogen bulbs give off a yellowish light and wear out quickly.
Our replacement DRL bulbs are available in a K cool white, while our LED replacement fog light
bulbs are available in K cool white or a pure yellow. Both options add increased light output
with a more modern appearance to your vehicle. We also offer replacement bulbs for OEM HID
setups in a wide array of sizes, so you can easily find bulbs that will fit your vehicle. These
bulbs also feature a simple plug and play design that will fit your factory housing without the
need for modification. Whether you are looking for a cosmetic upgrade or are looking for
increased light output, we offer the LED fog light and DRL bulbs you need. Home Bulbs Forward
Lighting. Use Our Vehicle Finder. Go to Checkout. Invidia is well known on the street and track
for high quality, durable exhaust systems and components including catback systems,
downpipes, and front pipes. Invidia is also a industry leader in high flow cats and test pipes,
manifolds and headers, o2 housings and turbo outlets, over pipes, and up pipes. Using
stainless steel for all exhaust components yes, even flanges , they withstand even the harshest
climate conditions imaginable. Manufacturing is done via jigs, so you are assured perfect
fitment every time! All Invidia exhausts are engineered to produce top-end power gains without
sacrificing low end power, as well as increase overall horsepower and torque. Not sure what
system you need or unsure if an Invidia exhaust is the best option for your Subaru, Mitsubishi,
Honda , or Toyota? Feel free to contact us with whatever questions you need answering. If

you're ready to purchase, begin your search below! Your Cart Summary. Choose Your Car. Evo
X. Mustang Ecoboost. Fiesta ST. Brand Invidia. View Details. In Stock. Showing items of Invidia
USA - High Performance Exhausts Invidia is well known on the street and track for high quality,
durable exhaust systems and components including catback systems, downpipes, and front
pipes. Pay securely with. Exhaust systems get ripped off. They are usually the last systems to
get addressed by performance drivers, who put a majority of work into turbo systems or custom
tunes. And a lot of people think that gearheads mess with it just to make our cars sound louder.
At Modern Automotive Performance, we never get exhausted talking about exhaust. The reason
for investing in an aftermarket system is about so much more than the sweet sound of an
engine roaring. A custom upgrade is built specifically to enhance that airflow, giving you more
horsepower and efficiency every time you step on the gas or use a boost. We take exhaust so
seriously that we also make our own branded exhaust systems in our own facility. We use
stainless steel for extra durability and life, and ensure every component is forged to fit your
vehicle. Our customer service â€” from our low prices to our fast shipping â€” has earned us a
reputation with a legion of fans. The time and money you spend are a big investment, and we
want to help you make the best decision for your driving dreams. Your Cart Summary. Choose
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vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as
"Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and beyond: 1. Select Genesis in the Make menu. In ,
Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is known simply as the
"Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler JK", based on the previous-generation vehicle, continues
to be sold alongside it. Your Garage 0. You have no vehicles in your garage. To add a new
vehicle, select the year, make, and model at left. Enable JavaScript to use the part finder, or see
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